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Abstract. Multivalent particles competing for binding on the same sur-
face can exhibit switch-like behaviour, depending on the concentration
of receptors on the surface. When the receptor concentration is low, en-
ergy dominates the free energy of binding, and particles having a small
number of strongly-binding ligands preferentially bind to the surface.
At higher receptor concentrations, multivalent eﬀects become signiﬁ-
cant, and entropy dominates the binding free energy; particles having
many weakly-binding ligands preferentially bind to the surface. Be-
tween these two regimes there is a “switch-point”, at which the surface
binds the two species of particles equally strongly. We demonstrate
that a simple theory can account for this switch-like behaviour and
present numerical calculations that support the theoretical predictions.
We argue that binding selectivity based on receptor density, rather than
identity, may have practical applications.
1 Introduction
Systems comprising many diﬀerent chemical ingredients may exhibit complex physical
behaviour that is absent in systems with fewer components. In fact, in many biolog-
ical or bio-mimetic systems, variations in chemical composition allow the system to
switch from one mode of operation to another. To give a speciﬁc example: living cells
are sensitive to the nature of the molecules bound to their surface, but what mole-
cules bind to a cell surface depends on the chemical composition of that surface [1].
A non-biological example is the self-assembly of an elaborate structure from many
unique pieces of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) [2–6]: here the chemical composition of
the system determines the shape of the units that form through self-assembly.
“Multivalent” particles are a broad class of supra-molecular structures that in-
teract through multiple ligands with (multiple) chemically complementary targets
(“receptors”). While the individual ligand-receptor bonds are typically weak, the
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multiplicity of possible host-guest binding combinations causes the overall binding
strength of the particle to be extremely sensitive to system conditions, such as tem-
perature, pH, the number of ligands on the particle, and the receptor concentration
on the targeted surface. The binding is superselective when the number of adsorbed
particles increases faster than linearly with the concentration of receptors [7].
For a monovalent particle, binding is controlled by the strength of only one ligand-
receptor bond. In that case, the number of adsorbed particles depends at most linearly
on the surface density of available receptors. In contrast, for multivalent particles, the
number of adsorbed particles may depend faster than linear on the surface density of
available receptors. However, provided that the binding strength per ligand-receptor
pair is small enough, the multivalent binding to a surface can still be reversible.
The physical origin of the high sensitivity of multivalent binding to the receptor
density is entropic. Typically, unless all bonds are saturated (which only happens for
strong binding) there are many ways in which a subset of all ligands can bind to a
subset of all receptors. The (logarithm of) the number of ways in which these bonds
can be made is an entropic factor that, typically, depends faster than linearly on the
receptor concentration.
Biological systems often exploit multivalency to make bonding of a particle to a
target surface extremely sensitive to changes in local environment [1]. The same holds
for man-made multivalent interactions [8].
DNA-coated colloids are an example of synthetic, multivalent building blocks
[9–13] that can self-assemble. In these systems, complementary single-stranded DNA
is grafted to the surfaces of colloids or nanoparticles, resulting in a system that self-
assembles over a narrow temperature range into aggregate structures “encoded” by
the DNA ligands. A recent experimental study has demonstrated size-selective sur-
face binding and patterning from a bimodal mixture of DNA-coated nanoparticles,
depending on the local density of receptor DNA strands on the surface [14].
Because of their sensitivity to the nature and surface-concentration of receptors,
multivalent particles are well suited for chemical and biological sensing [15]. In some
cases, the sensing works by selective break-up of clusters. For instance, gold nanopar-
ticles decorated with bio-responsive ligands have been used as sensing agents to detect
the presence of complementary enzymes [16]. In the absence of these enzymes, the
nano-particles form clusters via multivalent interactions between their ligands; how-
ever, this interaction is disrupted by the presence of the enzyme. As a result, the size
of the nano-particle clusters (and hence their plasmon resonance) depends sensitively
on the enzyme concentration.
In the present paper we show that, depending on their surface concentration, one
and the same type of receptor can induce the binding of diﬀerent multivalent particles.
Varying the surface concentration of receptors acts as a “switch” between binding of
two (or, at least in principle, more) types of multivalent particles.
To illustrate how such a switch works, we consider a ﬂat surface covered with vary-
ing amounts of receptor molecules, in contact with a reservoir containing two distinct
multivalent species. The multivalent particles are assumed to be spherical and coated
with mobile ﬂexible ligands; however, qualitatively, our conclusions depend neither
on the shape of the particles, nor on the mobility of the ligands.
The outline of the remainder of this paper is as follows. We ﬁrst develop a simple
theory to predict the competitive adsorption of two multivalent species by estimating
the equilibrium free energy of binding. Following that, we more accurately estimate
the free energy of binding with a lattice model, accounting for the change in con-
formational entropy of a ligand when it binds to a receptor. In the third section we
discuss the results obtained from the lattice model, illustrating the inﬂuence of energy
and entropy on multivalent particle binding, and comparing our results with the rele-
vant theoretical predictions. The paper concludes by discussing possible applications
of multivalent switches.
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2 Theory
The competition for surface adsorption between two multivalent species can be illus-
trated by considering a simple Langmuir adsorption model [7]. In order to develop a
mathematically tractable model, we make the following assumptions: the two multi-
valent particles have approximately equal sizes, and equal ligand lengths; the number
of receptors available for binding when a particle is adjacent to the surface is much
larger than the number of ligands on the particle; and the binding strength of both
particle species is moderate to strong. We will relax these assumptions when exam-
ining detailed lattice model calculations in subsequent sections.
Consider a system containing a surface covered by randomly-placed receptors. A
reservoir of two multivalent species is in contact with the surface; the two species are
identiﬁed by i and j. A particle of species i has NL,i ligands, and the free energy of
binding a single ligand to a receptor is Δfi. Species j similarly has parameters NL,j
and Δfj . When a particle belonging to either of the two species is adjacent to the
surface, its ligands are able to access NR receptors in its vicinity.
The strength of the surface binding of either species depends on the value of NL,
Δf , NR and on the temperature T . All other things being equal, the species that has
the lower free energy of surface binding will preferentially bind to the surface. Thus,
by changing (NL,Δf) for the two species, we may introduce a competition for surface
occupancy, and ﬁne-tune which species binds for a given choice of global conditions
(T,NR).
Following ref. [7], we can estimate the multivalent binding free energy as
βFb ≈ NL (βΔf − lnNR)
= −NL lnNR + const, (1)
where β = 1/kBT and kB is the Boltzmann constant. In Eq. (1), we see that the free
energy is proportional to lnNR, with a scaling factor of NL. The binding free energies
of species i and j are equal, i.e. Fb,i = Fb,j , when,
(kBT lnNR)switch =
NL,jΔfj −NL,iΔfi
NL,j −NL,i · (2)
The relation given by Eq. (2) deﬁnes a unique choice of the global parameters (T,NR)
at which the two multivalent species bind equally strongly to the surface. In what
follows, we will assume that the is temperature ﬁxed: we will only vary the receptor
count NR.
Let us now consider the case that species i has a small number of strongly binding
ligands, while species j has many less-strongly-binding ligands;
NL,j  NL,i
Δfi  Δfj .
In this regime, we can still use Eq. (1) to predict how the diﬀerence in binding free
energies between the two species depends on NR:
βΔFji,b ≈ β (NL,jΔfj −NL,iΔfi)−NL,j lnNR.
We note that the binding free energy of species i, with a small number of strongly
binding ligands, has a weak dependence on NR in this limit. However, the binding free
energy of species j, with many weaker binding ligands, depends strongly on lnNR.
When NR is large, then Fb,j > Fb,i, as the entropy of binding is the dominant factor
in the bound-state free energy of the two species. On the other hand, when NR is
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small, then Fb,i > Fb,j , and the energy of binding determines which species binds to
the surface. When NR satisﬁes Eq. (2), then the entropy and energy of binding of
each species are at a balance.
The simple theory here reveals that switch-like behaviour occurs when the binding
free energy for each species depends diﬀerently on the surface-receptor concentration.
Therefore, mixtures of monovalent species will never exhibit surface switching. For
example, if a system contains two monovalent species, one strongly binding, and the
other weakly binding, then the ratio of the surface concentrations of the two species
will not depend on the receptor concentration.
3 Lattice model for ligand-receptor binding
In the previous section, a key parameter was Δf , the binding free energy per ligand.
This free energy has two contributions: the binding energy of the ligand-receptor in-
teraction and the diﬀerence in conﬁgurational entropy of the ligand in the bound and
unbound states. This conﬁgurational entropy depends on the nature of the ligand and
on the space accessible to the ligand in its bound and unbound states.
To compute the approximate entropy change of a ligand upon binding, we use a
lattice model. The model represents a single multivalent particle with ligands, inter-
acting with receptors placed on a surface. We account for the fact that the ligands
cannot penetrate the surface and that no two ligands can be bound to the same recep-
tor. In Ref. [17] we describe an eﬃcient method to compute the binding free energy
of a multivalent particle, taking into account the above constraints.
We represent the system on a three-dimensional simple cubic lattice. A ﬂat impen-
etrable surface is located at vertical coordinate h = 1 (in lattice units), on which recep-
tor sites are randomly placed. The core of the multivalent particle is represented on the
lattice by a (discretised) hard sphere, with radius r, and center located at (x∗, y∗, h∗).
Impenetrability is enforced by preventing any ligand segments from occupying lat-
tice sites with coordinates (x, y, h) satisfying (x− x∗)2 + (y − y∗)2 + (h− h∗)2 ≤ r2.
Given that the receptor surface is located at h = 1, the distance between the receptor
surface and particle surface is z = h∗ − r − 2.
The ligands of the multivalent particle are represented as non-self-avoiding lattice
walks of Npoly steps. Recursive enumeration [18] is used to calculate the number q
′
j
of walks that extend from anywhere on the particle core surface, to site j on the
receptor surface. The energy of a single ligand-receptor bond is  for all receptors; the
total binding weight for site j is therefore qj = q
′
j exp (−β). Each of the NL ligands
belonging to the particle are assumed to be chemically identical, so that there is no
dependence on ligand identity when computing the binding weights qj . The partition
function qub per unbound ligand is deﬁned to be the number of non-self-avoiding
walks beginning on the particle surface and ending anywhere in the system. Each qj
as well as qub depend on the spacing z between the particle and receptor surfaces.
We denote by NA(z) the number of surface sites accessible to the particle ligands,
when the particle has spacing z from the receptors surface. NA(z) is determined by
geometry: for a particle having ligands of length Npoly, at a distance z from the
surface NA(z) ≈ 2(Npoly − z+1)2 and the mean number of receptors available to the
particle is
N¯R(z) = NA(z)φR,
where φR is the probability to ﬁnd a receptor at a surface site.
To calculate the binding free energy, we must average over all possible surface
receptor conﬁgurations. We assume that receptors are randomly distributed over the
NA(z) accessible surface sites. The probability P (NR) to ﬁnd exactly NR receptors
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where we have written NA for NA(z). From ref. [17], the bound-state partition func-






















The quantity Qb(NA, λ) is computed by ﬁnding the residue of a complex integral [17].
The quantity Qub(λ) = q
(NL−λ)
ub is the partition function for the unbound ligands. The
bound free energy is then obtained by
F (z) = −kBT lnQfull.
It is useful to calculate this quantity relative to the free energy F ◦ when the particle
is at inﬁnite distance from the surface, where F ◦ = −NL ln q◦ and q◦ is the partition
function for one ligand in the reference state. The free energy of binding is therefore
ΔF (z) = F (z)− F ◦. (5)
Equation (5) is calculated for diﬀerent values of z. The position z∗ that leads to the
most negative binding free energy ΔF ∗ is taken to be the equilibrium position for
ﬁxed (Npoly, NL, β, φR).
4 Results & discussion
We now numerically calculate the free energy of binding for surface-adsorbing multi-
valent particles, as a function of the concentration of surface receptors. Competition
between two particle species is illustrated by comparing their binding free energy to
the same surface. In the Supporting Information, we perform a more detailed analysis
of how multivalency aﬀects the entropy and energy of binding, including the limit of
strong-binding ligands.
Two species of particles are deﬁned in the system: one with few strong-binding
ligands, and the other with many weak-binding ones. The ﬁrst species, i, has NL,i = 1
and i = −12kBT , while the second species j has NL,j = 20 and j = −3.5kBT . While
quantitatively, our results depend on the parameters chosen, the broader concept of
switch-like competition between the two species does not.
The results in Fig. 1 show the free energy of binding as a function of distance z
between the particle and receptor surface. Results are shown for diﬀerent choices of
receptor concentration φR at ﬁxed temperature.
Figure 1(a) indicates that the low-valence particle with one strong-binding ligand
has binding free energy minima very near the receptor surface. The value of the bind-
ing free energy at the minimum changes little with receptor concentration. On the
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Fig. 1. Binding free energy ΔF/kBT as a function of distance z between receptor and
particle surfaces, for diﬀerent choices of receptor concentration φR. Values of receptor con-
centration increase from red to dark violet, progressing 0.1 to 1.0 in increments of 0.1. Points
are numerical results, and lines are guides to the eye. In (a), NL = 1 and  = −12kBT ; in
(b), NL = 20 and  = −3.5kBT . Both particles have ligands of Npoly = 20 segments, and
cores of radius r = 2.
Fig. 2. Solution binding free energy ΔF ∗soln/kBT vs. surface receptor concentration φR for
the two particle species i (blue) and j (red). Solution chemical potential is βμid = −6.1.
Points are numerical calculations, and lines are guides to the eye.
other hand, in Fig. 1(b), the particle with many weak-binding ligands has a preferred
binding position some distance away from the surface, due to the eﬀective repulsion
caused by unbound ligands. With increasing receptor concentration the minimum in
the free energy curve shifts closer to the surface. Moreover, the minimum in the bind-
ing free energy becomes deeper as φR increases.
We now consider the situation where the bulk concentration of each species
is ≈ 0.002 particles per unit volume, leading to an (ideal) chemical potential of
βμid = −6.1. The free energy of binding of a particle from this hypothetical solu-
tion is calculated by
ΔF ∗soln = ΔF
∗ − μid,
which incorporates the solution chemical potential, and the minimum free energies of
binding from Fig. 1.
In Fig. 2, solution free energies of binding ΔF ∗soln are plotted as a function of
φR. At low receptor concentration, the low-valence species i has a more negative
(more favourable) binding free energy compared to the high-valence species j. As the
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Fig. 3. Probability that species i (blue) and j (red) are bound to the surface as a function
of receptor concentration. Points are numerical results, and lines are guides to the eye.
receptor concentration grows larger, the binding free energy of the high-valence species
becomes more favourable. More receptors result in more possible ligand-receptor bind-
ing permutations for species j, causing the entropic contributon to the binding free
energy for that species to become more signiﬁcant. Near a receptor concentration of
0.5, the two curves cross at a “switch point”, and at larger φR the high-valence species
is more favourably bound to the surface.
Figure 3 illustrates the switch point of this system in terms of the probability that











where ΔF ∗soln,i(φR) is the solution binding free energy for species i at a receptor
concentration of φR. At low receptor concentration, species i is bound weakly, con-
sistent with its rather small binding free energy of ≈ −1kBT . At larger receptor
concentration, species i binds more strongly initially, but then is replaced by the
more favorably-bound species j.
Multivalent particles interact with receptors on a surface by diﬀerent ligand-
receptor pair combinations. This is like connecting the sockets of an old telephone
switchboard in diﬀerent ways. In the Supporting Information, we isolate and exam-
ine the role of “switchboard entropy”—the entropy associated with diﬀerent ligand-
receptor combinations—in the context of switch-like particle binding competition as
seen in Fig. 2.
We next consider how the switch point of two competing multivalent species
changes as a function of system parameters, such as valency NL and binding strength
. Equation (2) represents a rough prediction for the NR at which there is coexis-
tence between two species i and j. Equation (2) can be rearranged, separating out







= η − b. (6)
Represented in this way, the theory predicts that the switch-point lnNR values will
be directly proportional to η with slope unity, and with an intercept of b representing
a binding entropy diﬀerence between the two species. The quantity η is useful, as it
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Fig. 4. Switchpoint (lnφR) as a function of binding parameter η for competing multivalent
surface adsorbers. Points are numerical calculations for a variety of η; solid line has slope
of 1, indicating expected scaling between η and lnφR given by Eq. (6).
is a function only of the parameters used to deﬁne the two multivalent species in the
system.
We now show that the switch-point receptor concentration φR scales linearly with
the parameter η as predicted by Eq. (6). Figure 4 shows values of (lnφR) at which
surface switching occurs for a variety of pairs of competing multivalent species i and j.
Choosing (NL,i, i) and (NL,j , j) for species i and j respectively leads to a unique
value of the parameter η, as displayed in Eq. (6).
The results in Fig. 4 suggest that (lnφR,switch) scales approximately linearly with
η, as predicted by the simple theory in Eq. (6). At larger (more negative) η, the nu-
merical results deviate from the theory. According to Eq. (6), a more negative η leads
to a smaller value of the switch-point receptor concentration φR. Thus, we reasonably
expect Eq. (6) to break down in this limit, given that large NR was assumed in the
derivation in Sect. 2. Nevertheless, the agreement between the numerical calculations
and the theory is surprisingly good, given that the theory also does not account for
the polydispersity P (NR) of the local number of surface receptors.
5 Conclusions
The results presented in this paper indicate that the preferred adsorption of parti-
cles can be switched by changing surface receptor concentration, provided that one
particle has few strong-binding ligands, while the second has many weak-binding lig-
ands. Importantly, this behaviour is unique to multivalent particles, given that a mix-
ture of monovalent species always exhibits the same coexistence ratio on the surface
regardless of receptor concentration.
A lattice model coupled with a recent multivalent binding theory [17] was em-
ployed to develop a more detailed picture of switch-like adsorption. At low receptor
concentration, the low-valence species having strong-binding ligands preferentially ad-
sorbs to the surface. At larger receptor concentration, binding entropy associated with
multivalency becomes a signiﬁcant factor in the free energy, causing the high-valence
species to occupy the surface instead. In between, there is a unique choice of receptor
concentration at which the two species coexist. The coexistence points closely scale
with a simple Langmuir theory for the cases where the theory assumptions are valid.
Examining the energy and entropy of binding in detail (see Supporting Infor-
mation) reveals the role that receptor degeneracy plays in the binding process. The
bound-state entropy of the multivalent species initially decreases as the number of
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receptors increases. This is due to the entropic cost associated with binding ligands
to the surface. Once the particle has all of its ligands bound, there is a turning point,
and the equilibrium entropy begins to increase again due to the availability of excess
receptors.
This “switchboard” entropy dominates the free energy of binding of multivalent
species when there are excess receptors, while having an insigniﬁcant role for mono-
valent species. Altering the number of ligands on a particle therefore tunes the mag-
nitude of the switchboard entropy term in the binding free energy, and this can be
used to drive competitive surface adsorption in a mixture of species.
Our present approach does not oﬀer insight into the eﬀect of kinetics on the switch-
ing rate of multivalent binding. However, there is no doubt that kinetics will play a
role in any practical implementation.
Most importantly, the number and strength of the ligand-receptor bonds will af-
fect the kinetics of binding. Strong ligand-receptor bonds have long lifetimes. When
individual bonds are strong, the rate at which a multivalent particle can sample the
surface concentration of receptors is decreased [19,20]. This potential problem can be
alleviated by making the energy of ligand-receptor bonds weaker: doing so would not
be at the expense of a high multivalent binding selectivity [7].
The multivalent physics discussed in this paper suggest development of a type of
“multivalent chromatography”, in which a sensing surface is used to isolate particles
from a polydisperse mixture based on their valency. Recent experimental progress on
the development of self-assembled monolayers having chemical gradients is promis-
ing [21], as these would serve as ideal substrates for performing the chromatography.
DNA dendrimers [22] present an opportunity to experimentally study surface switch-
ing behaviour in a controlled fashion, given the ability to synthesize dendrimers with
speciﬁc valency and ligand interaction energy. These applications will be the subject
of forthcoming work.
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